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Chapter 1 : Emily Mortimer - Rotten Tomatoes
The Academy of American Poets is the largest membership-based nonprofit organization fostering an appreciation for
contemporary poetry and supporting American poets. For over three generations, the Academy has connected millions
of people to great poetry through programs such as National Poetry.

Throughout her life, she seldom left her home and visitors were few. The people with whom she did come in
contact, however, had an enormous impact on her poetry. She was particularly stirred by the Reverend Charles
Wadsworth, whom she first met on a trip to Philadelphia. He left for the West Coast shortly after a visit to her
home in , and some critics believe his departure gave rise to the heartsick flow of verse from Dickinson in the
years that followed. While it is certain that he was an important figure in her life, it is not clear that their
relationship was romanticâ€”she called him "my closest earthly friend. By the s, Dickinson lived in almost
complete isolation from the outside world, but actively maintained many correspondences and read widely.
She spent a great deal of this time with her family. Her father, Edward Dickinson, was actively involved in
state and national politics, serving in Congress for one term. Her brother, Austin, who attended law school and
became an attorney, lived next door with his wife, Susan Gilbert. Lavinia and Austin were not only family, but
intellectual companions for Dickinson during her lifetime. Though she was dissuaded from reading the verse
of her contemporary Walt Whitman by rumors of its disgracefulness, the two poets are now connected by the
distinguished place they hold as the founders of a uniquely American poetic voice. While Dickinson was
extremely prolific as a poet and regularly enclosed poems in letters to friends, she was not publicly recognized
during her lifetime. The first volume of her work was published posthumously in and the last in She died in
Amherst in Dickinson assembled these booklets by folding and sewing five or six sheets of stationery paper
and copying what seem to be final versions of poems. The handwritten poems show a variety of dash-like
marks of various sizes and directions some are even vertical. The poems were initially unbound and published
according to the aesthetics of her many early editors, who removed her unusual and varied dashes, replacing
them with traditional punctuation. The current standard version of her poems replaces her dashes with an
en-dash, which is a closer typographical approximation to her intention. The original order of the poems was
not restored until , when Ralph W. Franklin used the physical evidence of the paper itself to restore her
intended order, relying on smudge marks, needle punctures, and other clues to reassemble the packets. Since
then, many critics have argued that there is a thematic unity in these small collections, rather than their order
being simply chronological or convenient. Selected Bibliography The Gorgeous Nothings: Poems of a
Lifetime Little, Brown, Poems: Third Series Roberts Brothers, Poems:
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Chapter 2 : An American Romance () - IMDb
This couple's love story is an American dream come to life. Emily Woconish and Ryan Kubowicz first dated in middle
school at Seacoast Christian Academy. Like many young adolescents, the.

Officers shot during Dallas protest Police respond after shots were fired in downtown Dallas on Thursday,
July 7. Five police officers were fatally shot during a protest over recent police shootings in Louisiana and
Minnesota. Seven other officers were injured in the ambush, as were two civilians. Hide Caption 1 of 22
Photos: Hide Caption 2 of 22 Photos: Officers shot during Dallas protest A police officer with Dallas Area
Rapid Transit is comforted at the emergency room entrance of the hospital. Hide Caption 3 of 22 Photos:
Officers shot during Dallas protest A police helicopter flies over the scene in downtown Dallas. One suspect
was killed by police after a standoff that lasted for hours. Officers shot during Dallas protest A man raises his
hands as he walks near a law enforcement officer in Dallas. Officers shot during Dallas protest Protesters
gather as police officers arrest someone in the aftermath of the shootings. Hide Caption 6 of 22 Photos:
Officers shot during Dallas protest A Dallas police officer takes a moment as she guards an intersection in the
early morning hours. Officers shot during Dallas protest Dallas police respond to the scene of the shootings.
Officers shot during Dallas protest Police officers shield bystanders after shots were fired at the protest.
Officers shot during Dallas protest Police officers take cover as shots are fired. Officers shot during Dallas
protest Police get in position after gunshots rang out. Officers shot during Dallas protest Two officers crouch
behind barriers. Officers shot during Dallas protest Dallas police order people away from the area after the
shootings. Officers shot during Dallas protest Police and others gather at the emergency entrance to the Baylor
University Medical Center. Officers shot during Dallas protest Police stop a driver in downtown Dallas. Hide
Caption 15 of 22 Photos: Officers shot during Dallas protest A view of downtown Dallas after the shootings.
Kent Giles captured the image and told CNN he "heard multiple shots being fired. Probably more than 20
rounds. This is the intersection of Main and Griffin looking towards the west. Officers shot during Dallas
protest Dallas police check a car after detaining a driver. Officers shot during Dallas protest Dallas police
stand watch after the shootings. Officers shot during Dallas protest Onlookers stand near police barricades
after the shootings. Officers shot during Dallas protest Police attempt to calm the crowd after an arrest. Hide
Caption 20 of 22 Photos: Officers shot during Dallas protest A clerk looks at broken windows that were shot
out at a store in downtown Dallas. Officers shot during Dallas protest Law enforcement officials wait outside
the emergency room entrance of the Baylor University Medical Center. Hide Caption 22 of 22 Story
highlights On at least six occasions in the last years lawmakers have passed gun reform laws Deadly gun
violence persists amid partisan gridlock Conservative icon President Ronald Reagan also signed a
compromised gun control reform law CNN On Thursday night in Dallas, a peaceful protest against police
violence was interrupted by a thunderous hail of gunfire -- an ambush from above that killed five officers and
wounded seven more. Two civilians also sustained injuries. President Barack Obama on Friday morning
condemned the shootings as a "vicious, calculated and despicable attack on law enforcement. But even in the
aftermath of the massacre at a gay nightclub in Orlando last month, the worst mass shooting in U. Read More
On at least six occasions in the last years, Congress and the White House have come together and forged
significant overhauls to federal gun law. But in the more than two decades since President Bill Clinton signed
the since-expired "Assault Weapons Ban," efforts to further restrict the sale and ownership of even the most
powerful firearms have fallen flat. Roosevelt cracks down on Capone and Co. Congress added to the National
Firearms Act with another round of new laws four years later. The Federal Firearms Act of put restrictions on
the interstate guns and ammunition trade. It required, in many cases for the first time, for dealers to register
themselves and keep records of their transactions. The initial push was prompted by the assassination of
President John F. Lee Harvey Oswald used a mail-ordered rifle to kill the president as his motorcade passed
through Dealey Plaza in Dallas. The subsequent assassinations of Martin Luther King Jr. Kennedy two months
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later fast-tracked the bill, which introduced stricter licensing and registration standards, a ban on the sale of
guns and ammunition to felons and those deemed mentally incompetent, and new regulations on interstate
sales, like the transaction Oswald used to obtain his weapon. The law also installed new regulations on
so-called "destructive devices," including deadly gases, bombs, grenades, rockets and missiles, and set the
stage for the birth of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms in The new legislation -- a mixed bag of
new standards and regulations -- was the product of long held negotiations among lawmakers from both
parties and gun lobbyists. Most notably, the law banned the future sale of any fully automatic weapons, or
machine guns, to private purchasers. But it also included some major victories for the National Rifle
Association and gun rights activists, who had long complained about overzealous enforcement of the Gun
Control Act. The law also prohibited the creation of a national firearm database and allowed gun owners to
pass freely through states with stricter controls provided their weapons were locked away or unloaded. The
bill, signed by President Bill Clinton in , initially called for a five-day waiting period. According to federal
statistics , NICS has been used to conduct more than million checks. This nightmare might never have
happened if legislation that is before Congress now -- the Brady bill -- had been law back in Clinton signs the
Assault Weapons Ban Bill Clinton in the Oval Office The next year, Reagan and two fellow ex-presidents,
Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter, signed a letter endorsing a new round of legislation that banned the
manufacture, possession and sale of certain combat-style weapons. It also limited the size of the magazine that
feed ammunition into those heavy firearms. Bush administration and has not been renewed. The most recent
reauthorization attempt was sponsored by Rep.
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Chapter 3 : An American Romance - Wikipedia
An American Romance is a movie starring Brian Donlevy, Ann Richards, and Walter Abel. Stefan Dangos immigrates to
America and works his way up from the iron mines and steel mills to become a great American success story as an.

Emily Kuroda as Mrs. On a whim, she suggested a show about a mother and daughter but had put little
thought into the idea. At the time I was there, it was beautiful, it was magical, and it was feeling of warmth
and small-town camaraderie You never run out of conflict. Sherman-Palladino was drawn to her shyness and
innocence, which she said was essential for the character, and felt she photographed well. A week before
shooting, they had still failed to cast Lorelai so they asked Graham to audition anyway. It was advertised as a
guest role, but Patterson said he treated the pilot as "a chemistry test" and he was promptly promoted to series
regular. The role of Dean also changed after the pilot, with the original actor replaced by newcomer Jared
Padalecki. Liza Weil auditioned to play Rory, and while she was considered wrong for the part â€”
Sherman-Palladino liked her so much that she wrote the role of Paris especially for her. The Palladinos wrote a
high percentage of episodes, and would review and rework the dialogue in episodes allocated to others. As
such, the show is considered to have a distinctive "voice". Sherman-Palladino said "every draft either I write,
or it passes through my hands Talk fast", Gilmore Girls is known for its fast-paced dialogue and "witty
repartee". The range of references is broad, summarised by critic Ken Tucker as "some cross between Mystery
Science Theater and Ulysses ". She chose to be "very stingy with events", and the drama is low-key because
"sometimes the average every day things are more impactful". Amy and Lorelai are very, very similar. That
character is a great cipher for a lot of what Amy is and has been, from the very beginning. The rest of the
series was filmed at the Warner Bros. Production designers regularly had to decorate the town square with
fake leaves or fake snow to make it look like a New England fall or winter. Matt Czuchry , who had a main
role for the final three seasons, commented "The pace of the dialogue was what made that show incredibly
unique, and also incredibly difficult as an actor. To be able to maintain that speed, tone, and at the same time,
try to make layered choices was a great experience to have early in my career. It really challenged me.
Sherman-Palladino, who served as the music supervisor of the series, was a big fan of the musician and
secured her involvement. Many of the musical cues are accompanied by melodic "la-la"s and "ahh"s, which
developed because Sherman-Palladino wanted the score to sound connected to the girls themselves, almost
like "an extension of their thoughts Everything was trying to say a little something, add a little something to it.
King made a new recording specially for Gilmore Girls: She was happy that it gave the song "a deeper
meaning of love between a mother and her child". Music from Gilmore Girls. The CD booklet features
anecdotes from show producers Amy Sherman-Palladino and Daniel Palladino about the large part music has
played in their lives. Gilmore Girls survived the merger, being selected as one of seven WB shows to be
transferred for a new season, but it resulted in a significant change. In April that year, it was announced that
Amy Sherman-Palladino and her husband Daniel could not come to an agreement with The CW and would be
leaving the show when their contracts expired that summer. It really was about the fact that I was working too
much. I was going to be the crazy person who was locked in my house and never came out. By the way, all
this shit we asked for? They had to do [it] anyway when we left. They hired this big writing staff and a
producer-director onstage. Rosenthal , who worked on the show as a writer and producer for season 6, was
selected by Sherman-Palladino to replace her as showrunner. What remains after their departure is something
that seems like Gilmore Girls Adjacent more than anything. As negotiations continued between the actresses
and the network, Rosenthal planned a finale that "could serve as an ending or a beginning of a new chapter
and a new season".
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Chapter 4 : 21 books you should read this spring
An American Romance King Vidor once wrote that "My three big themes were war, wheat and steel." The
producer-writer-director had dealt with "war" in The Big Parade () and with "wheat" in Our Daily Bread ().

Links to the poems are provided. Ten or so poems were published in her lifetime, mostly without her consent.
This poem illustrates how intoxicating the natural world was to Dickinson. Luckily the house she chose to
sequester herself inside, in the latter part of her life, was set on large grounds. There she and her family grew
an abundance of produce and flowers; all the better for this little tippler. Dickinson is at her aphoristic best in
poems like this, where she shines a light on the complexities of human desire. Interestingly, though Dickinson
did not seek publication â€” her father disdained Women of Letters â€” this poem was published anonymously
in an anthology called A Masque of Poets. By turning her back on notoriety Dickinson may have been trying
to protect her good name. Or perhaps she feared editorial input because she had already been stung. So the
abandon of this celebrated Dickinson love poem is not out of place and can be read for what it is: The poem
has the trademark up-note ending, so that the reader must guess where the breakdown leads to â€” the heaven
of well-being, or the hell of continued mental anguish. There is a theory that Dickinson, like her nephew Ned,
was epileptic; she definitely suffered eye trouble and, as we know, she had agoraphobic tendencies. Any of
these, or just plain old depression, might have sparked this poem. The narrator may be nobody but she makes
herself somebody with that capital N. Here is another poem about notoriety and the public eye. This is one that
appealed hugely to me as a child for its cheekiness and for that unexpected frog. Its warmth and positivity
speak to my gut every time. Was she qualifying hope in some private way? Dickinson valued the musicality of
words and she loved a hymnal beat. I distinctly remember reciting this poem to my four sisters while acting
out the part of the bird: Read this one to your young friends. This may be tied in with the notion that because
Dickinson was reclusive, she was also angsty and nun-like. It may also be linked to a general fascination with
those who beat their own path, particularly if they seem to do it alone. The grim reaper in this poem is a civil
gentleman who takes the narrator â€” already ghostlike in gossamer and tulle â€” gently towards death. The
poem is cryptic â€” it may be about the afterlife, or it may be about an actual lover; it may be a meditation on
anger, helplessness and power. One reading holds that it is a Dickinson backlash against having to write her
poetry in secret â€” gun as language, waiting to go off. Interestingly Lyndall Gordon adapted the first line for
the title of her book about the Dickinson family feuds to Lives Like Loaded Guns. Ostensibly an instructional
poem about how to be honest in a kindly way, it can also be read as a Dickinson poetics: Decorate your
message with imagery and let the reader slowly grasp the meaning.
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Chapter 5 : The 10 Best Emily Dickinson Poems
We remembered all the young men her father had driven away, and we knew that with nothing left, she would have to
cling to that which had robbed her, as people will. () But her father isn't the only thing holding Miss Emily back.

These 21 books are must-reads this spring. But with so many great books coming out in , it can be hard to
figure out just which ones you should pick up. This week on the MashReads Podcast, we are joined by
Cristina Arreola , books editor at Bustle , to chat about spring reading. As always, we close the show with
recommendations: Her music is just this beautiful fusion of a bunch of different genres like jazz, pop, rock,
and her voice is wonderful, and the features that are on the album are fantastic. The book opens with a house
burning down and then flashes back to explore how we got there, revealing the dual plights of the Warren
family struggling to fit in the tiny suburb of Shaker Heights and the Richardson family struggling to maintain
the illusion of perfection, and just what happens when those two families intersect. MJ "That book escalates so
much and so quickly. Little, Brown and Company The Recovering: Intoxication And Its Aftermath Leslie
Jamison Empathy Exams writer Leslie Jamison is back with new non-fiction book The Recovering, part
memoir about recovery, part deep dive into alcoholism, and part criticism of the way we talk about addiction.
James Baldwin is, obviously, one of the greatest writers to have ever walked this planet. Riverhead New
People Danzy Senna New People is a gem that may have slipped through the cracks of your reading list. The
novel tells the story of Maria, a biracial woman who has what on the surface seems like a perfect life. I still
think about that book. The character is so interesting and creepy, which is the only word that comes to mind.
Riverhead The Female Persuasion Meg Wolitzer The Female Persuasion tells the story of Greer Kadetsky, a
college student who, after a chance run-in with feminist icon Faith Frank, begins a career at a feminist
magazine. But as the book bounces from the perspectives of Greer, her friend Zee, her mentor Faith, and her
boyfriend Cory, The Female Persuasion explores what it means to advocate for women and the human
struggles behind the fight for gender equality. Meg Wolitzer drops gospel truth in this book. The book follows
newlyweds Celeste and Roy. What follows is a beautiful novel about love and the ways people drift apart. It is
wildly good. Pan The Astonishing Color of After is a, well, astonishing juggling act of grief, art, family,
history, and mental health. The book tells the story of Leigh Chen Sanders, a young artist who is reeling after
her mother dies by suicide. Recommended by MJ and Cristina. Henry Holt and Co. But as they journey, they
are haunted by the ghosts who have stories to tell about the South, race, growing up, and the history that
shapes us all. The book is a memoir about Nelson falling in love with her partner Harry Dodge, a gender-fluid
artist. Through the book Mailhot explains her experience being hospitalized and diagnosed with PTSD and
bipolar II disorder, and confronting the family and relationships that shaped her. It is some type of incantation
where my mother becomes a god and the men who hurt me falls away. But as they begin spending more time
with each other, they begin to interrogate the difference between the privileges each is afforded. The book
follows Moss Jeffries, a teenager in Oakland reeling from the death of his father who is killed by a police
officer and then vilified by the media. Six years later, during his junior year of high school, Moss and his
friends begin protesting the Oakland police after facing constant intimidation in their school. But, as you meet
each narrator, the book reveals the raw, heartbreaking stories behind the glamor we associate with the
ballroom scene. The book follows Lucy, a PhD student who has been writing her dissertation for nine years.
When Lucy and her boyfriend break up, she visits her sister in Los Angeles for the summer â€” where she falls
in love with a merman. The book follows four friends and examines their relationship to each other, as each
tries to navigate the world of music as they grow up. The result is a beautiful novel about friendship, art, and
the way we pursue our passions. The book tells the story of Phoebe Lin, a Korean American student who is
grieving the death of her mother and becomes increasingly drawn to an extremist cult, and her fellow student
Will Kendall, who is confronting his fundamentalist upbringing. After the cult bombs several buildings,
Phoebe goes missing and Will begins a search to find her and to get some answers.
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Chapter 6 : 'We're here with you': Thousands mourn mass shooting victims at vigil
"An American Romance" is the sort of film that was the perfect film for the perfect time. It is chock full of unabashed
patriotism and is a bit schmaltzy--all in the midst of WWII. So, this sort of gung-ho worked well then but probably would
be seen by many today as dated.

Chapter 7 : poems | Academy of American Poets
While Emily Dickinson is not typically considered a Romantic poet, a lot of her work nevertheless exhibits some of the
most striking characteristics of Romanticism. One of the key components of.

Chapter 8 : Emily Dickinson: The Writing Years () | Emily Dickinson Museum
An American Romance is a American epic drama film directed and produced by King Vidor who also wrote the screen
story. Shot in Technicolor, the film stars Brian Donlevy and Ann Richards and is narrated by Horace McNally.

Chapter 9 : Gun control in America: How we got here - CNNPolitics
"We are in this weird vortex of what's on this screen and what reality is." "We got wind of it and nipped it in the bud" In
other cases, something may have happened, but not the firearm discharge.
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